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We describe an algebraic technique for constructing complete sets of mutually 
orthogonal frequency hyperrectangles with prime power orders using the theory of 
subfield permutation polynomials and orthogonal subfield systems over a finite 
field. The technique produces a wide variety of sets of mutually orthogonal 
frequency hyperrectangles and can be applied to the construction f orthogonal 
arrays of various trengths. © 1993 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Moore [12], Bose [1], and Stevens [181 independently discovered 
the same construction for complete sets of Latin squares of prime power 
order. Their construction essentially uses linear polynomials in two 
indeterminates over a finite field. Mullen [13] observed that the linear 
polynomials used in the Latin square construction can be replaced with 
the orthogonal systems of permutation polynomials in two indeterminates 
studied by Niederreiter [14] and Lidl and Niederreiter [8]. Mullen 
generalized their technique and constructed complete sets of mutually 
orthogonal FS(qk; qk 1) frequency squares by using linear polynomials in 
2k indeterminates over Fq, the finite field of order q, q a prime power. In 
this paper we develop this technique further and construct sets of mutually 
orthogonal (Youden) frequency hyperrectangles whose dimensions are 
prime powers by using the theory of subfield permutation polynomials 
and orthogonal subfield systems described in [19]. A follow-up article 
will demonstrate how this new construction can be used to generate 
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nonisomorphic omplete sets of F-hyperrectangles with prime power 
dimensions. 
Recall that an FS(n; 21 ..... 2s) frequency square, or F-square, is an n × n 
array consisting of s >~ 2 symbols, say 1 ..... s, with the property that symbol 
i appears 2i times in each row and column. When s = n we have the usual 
notion of a latin square. Two F-squares FS(n; 21 ..... 2~) and FS(n; I~1, ..., #r) 
are orthogonal if upon superposition the ordered pair (i,j), 1 <<.i<~s, 
1 ~<j~< r, appears exactly 2i#j times. 
The basic properties of an F-square can be extended to several dimen- 
sions with Cheng's [5] notion of a Youden frequency hyperrectangle, or
F-hyperrectangle. A YF(nl ..... t lm;S ) Youden F-hyperrectangle, where 
s l I- Is~ nj for each 1 <~i<~m, is an n~ × ... xti m array consisting of s~>2 
symbols, say 1 ..... s, with the property that for each i, 1 <~ i ~< m, each sym- 
bol appears exactly ( [ I j# i  nj)/s times in every subarray A~(1) ..... Ai(ni), 
where A~(k) consists of the cells (kl,.. . ,k~,) with k~=k. Two 
F-hyperrectangles YF(nl, ..., nm; s) and YF(n~, ..., rim; r) are  orthogonal if 
upon superposition every ordered pair appears the same number of times 
(namely nl " 'nm/(Sr)) .  Note that a YF(n, n;s) square is an FS(n;n/s) 
F-square. 
A set of latin squares (respectively, F-squares, F-rectangles, or 
F-hyperrectangles) i  called mutually orthogonal if every pair in the set is 
orthogonal. As shown in [11], if F~,..., Fr is a collection of mutually 
orthogonal F-hyperrectangles with types 




i - -1  i 1 i=1  
The concept of a complete set of latin squares can also be extended to 
F-squares, F-rectangles, and F-hyperrectangles by requiring equality in the 
inequality above. 
In addition to these combinatorial concepts we also require a review of 
some basic definitions and results concerning permutation polynomials, 
orthogonal systems, and their generalizations over finite fields. Following 
Niederreiter in [14], a permutation polynomial f~Fq[x  I .... , xk] has the 
property that for any a E Fq, the equation f (x l  ..... xk) = a has exactly qk 1 
solutions in Fq ~. A set of permutation polynomials f l  .... , f r~Fq[X l  ..... xk] 
form an orthogonal system if for any vector (al ..... at) E Fq the system of 
equations 
f l (x ,  ..... x , )  = a, ..... f~(xl ..... Xk) = ar 
582a/62/1-4 
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k For a concise treatment of permutation has exactly qk-r solutions in Fq. 
polynomials ee [9, Chap. 7]. 
These ideas were generalized in [ 19] with the definition of field permuta- 
tion functions and orthogonal field systems. For positive integers k, t, and 
u with tk ~> u, a field permutation function f from Fqt to  Fq. in k variables 
has the property that for any a eFq. the equation f (x~ ..... xk )=a has 
exactly q,k- ,  solutions in Fqk,. The function f is known as a (k; t; u) FPF, 
and can be represented asa polynomial in Fq.[Xl .... , xk], where n is a com- 
mon multiple of t and u. Now consider positive integers t, u~ ..... Ur with 
tk >~ s = ua + ... + Ur. The field permutation functions f~ .... , fr  form an 
orthogonal field system from Fq, to Fq.~,..., Fq.~ in k variables if for every 
(al, ..., a~) ~ Fq, t × "'" × Fq.~ the system of equations 
f l (X l  . . . . .  Xk) = a 1 . . . . .  f r (X l ,  ..., Xk )  ----- a r 
has exactly q,k-s solutions in Fkq,. The orthogonal field system fl,--., fr  is 
denoted by (k; t; u~ ..... u,) OFS. In practice these functions are represented 
as polynomials and are known as subfield permutation polynomials (SPP) 
and or.thogonal subfield systems (OSS). 
The following theorems are the keys to understanding and using field 
permutation functions in the constructions which follow. These results are 
restatements of Theorems 2 and 11 of [19], so their proofs are omitted. 
Recall that if t ] n then Fq, is a subfield of Fq. and we can define the trace 
function of Fq. over Fq, which we denote by 
TRn/,(x) = x qn- t  ..~ . . .  -]- x qt. 
The kernel of TRn/t is represented by Kn/t. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let tk >1 u >~ v, and let n be a common multiple of  u and v. 
Then there exists 7~Fq.\K,/ , .Fqo with TRn/,(y)= 1. Furthermore, f is a 
(k; t;v) FPF  i f  and only if  there exists a (k;t ;u) FPF  g such that 
f = TRn/v ° 7g. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let n be a common multiple of  t, u l ..... ur, where tk >>. s = 
Ul+ . . .  +ur. For each i, l ~i<~r, f i x  7i~Fq.\K,/,.Fq.i and define 
L i=  L(ui; 7i)= { TR,/t(c7i) : CE Fq.,}. Let gl ..... gr6 Fq,[Xl ..... xk] be a set 
o f  permutation polynomials. I f  
r 
p(Xl . . . . .  Xk)= Z digi(xl . . . . .  xk) 
i=1  
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is a permutation polynomial for  every (dl, ..., dr) ~ L1 x ... x Lr, (dl, ..., dr) 
(0, ..., 0), then the functions 
TRn/ulo71 gl,  ..., TRn/, oy~g~ 
form a (k; t; Ul ..... ur) OFS. 
2. MODIFIED INDEPENDENCE CONDITIONS 
We first define some standard notation. Given a, b eFq  k, where 
a = (am, ..., ak) and b = (bt .... , bk), we define the usual dot product of a and 
b by a • b = a lb  1 + . . .  + akbk. The dot product provides us with a simple 
mechanism for writing a linear polynomial in k veriables, namely a • x = 
alx~ + ... + akxk. The k-dimensional zero vector is denoted Ok. 
Recall that vl, ..., vde Fq k are linearly independent over Fq if the equation 
XxV i+- - -+xava=Ok has a unique solution with (xl ..... xa)eFaq. The 
constructions described in this paper require a modified notion of 
independence that restricts the values that the variables x~ ..... Xd may take 
in the equation above. We begin with the following general concept: 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let S~ ..... Sm be distinct subsets of Fq with 0 e Si for all 
1 <~ i<~m. An (r, d; q, k; $1 ..... Sm)-Set is a set H= {v~ ..... Vr} --CFq k together 
with an onto function v: { 1 ..... r } ~ { 1 ..... m} such that for any d distinct 
vectors vii ..... v~e H, the equation 
alvi  1+ ... +adVia =Ok 
has a unique solution with aje Sv(ij), 1 ~j<~d. Let M(d; q, k; SI .... , Sm) 
denote the largest value of r for which there exists an (r, d; q, k; $1 ..... Sin)- 
set. The set is called optimal if r = M(d; q, k; $1 ..... Sin). 
We examine some simple examples. Take q = k = d= 3 and $1 = F3 = 
{0, 1, 2}, $2= {0, 1}. One can easily verify that 
v~ = (0, O, 1), v2 = (0, 1, 0), v3 = (1, O, 0), v4=(1,  1, 1) 
form a (4, 3; 3, 3; S1)-set. That is, any three vectors chosen from vl, v2, v3, 
and v4 are linearly independent over F3 (since $1 = F3). In fact, this set is 
also optimal. These vectors also form a (4, 3; 3, 3; S2)-set as well. Since $2 
is a proper subset of/73, we are able to extend this collection of vectors and 
show that 
Vl, ¥2, ¥3, ¥4, Vs= (0, l, l), V6= (1,0 , 1), V7=(1 , 1,0) 
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form a (7, 3; 3, 3; S2)-set (the vectors are pairwise linearly independent over 
F 3, so we need only check that the sum of any three vectors is nonzero). 
Finally, we claim that 
W1 = V1, W2 = V2, W3 = V3, W4 = V4, W5 = (1, 1, 2) 
form a (5, 3; 3, 3; $10 S2)-set with 
i: 1 2 3 4 5 
v(i) : 1 1 1 2 2. 
The only combination of vectors that requires checking is {W1, W4, W5} 
since the other nine combinations form linearly independent sets over F3. 
But Wl + w4 + w5 = (2, 2, 1) and 2Wl + w4 + w5 = (2, 2, 2), so the claim is 
true. 
When m = 1 and Sa = Fq, Definition 2.1 reduces to a notion investigated 
by Bose in [2, Sect. 5]. Bose demonstrated that optimal (r, d; q, k; Fq)-Sets 
are related to problems in statistical design theory [2] and coding theory 
E43: 
1. M(d; q, k; Fq) is the maximum number of vectors in Fkq such that 
any d of them are linearly independent over Fq; 
2. M(d; q, k; Fq) is the maximum number of factors which can be 
accomodated in a symmetrical factorial design in which each factor is 
at q levels and the blocks are of size q~, so that no d-factor or lower order 
interaction is confounded; 
3. For an [n, n -k ]  linear code over Fq, the maximum value of n for 
which t errors can be corrected with certainty is M(2t; q, k; Fq), and the 
maximum value of n for which t errors can be corrected with certainty and 
t + 1 errors can be detected is M(2t + 1; q, k; Fq). 
For these reasons, and others, considerable effort has been applied to the 
related problems of constructing optimal (r, d; q, k; Fq)-Sets and computing 
M(d; q, k; Fq). For a recent survey of the known bounds and exact values 
of M(d; q, k; Fq), see Sections 3, 5, and 7 of [7]. 
Clearly, the search for (r, d; q, k; S)-sets for arbitrary S ~_ Fq is at" least as 
difficult as the search for (r, d; q, k; Fq)-Sets, which history has shown to be 
a formidable problem. However, we can show a few basic general facts 
about (r, d; q, k; S~ ..... Sm)-sets and M(d; q, k; $1, ..., Sm). 
THEOREM 2.1. 1. l f  S1~_$2, then M(d;q ,k ;S1)~M(d;q ,k ;S2) .  
2. I f  t I n, then M(d; q", k; Fq,) = M(d; qt, nk/t; Fq,). 
3. I f  Tz~+ .. .+~z m=M(d;q,k;Fq) with 7r i>~l, l<~i<~m, then there 
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exists an (r, d; q, k; $1, Sm)-Set with r = ~m ~riM(d; q, 1; Si) and there ""; i=1 
are exactly ~iM(d; q, 1; Si) vectors associated with the set S~, 1 <<. i <<. m. 
Proof 1. This property is trivial. 
2. This property follows from the fact that Fq~, and Fq~/t are 
isomorphic as vector spaces over Fq,. 
3. Let {Wl ..... wl} -~Fq k be an optimal (l, d; q, k; Fq)-Set, and partit ion 
these vectors into m disjoint sets TI ..... Tm where {7],.[ = zri, 1 ~< i~< m. For 
each i, 1 ~i<~m, let yic_Fq be an optimal (r~, d;q, 1; S~)-set. Form a set 
H~Fqk via H= ~_Jmi=l {aw'aE  Yi, we  T,}. Clearly [HI =Y. i~ l  7~iri" For 
any d distinct vectors in H, and restricting Xl ..... x j  to the appropriate S~, 
we have 
XlVl+ ... +XdVd:O k 
,~:~>alXlWil- ]- .. q -adXdWid~Ok 
where e ~< d, i~ ..... i e are distinct, there are at most d 
summands in each sum, and there are exactly d xij's 
Z a l , jX l , j  = 0 ..... 2 ae, jXe, j ~- 0 
J J 
since the w~ are an (l, d; q, k; Fq)-Set 
¢> for 1 ~< c ~< e, xc, j = 0 for all j, since the ae, j
are distinct elements in an (G, d; q, 1; S~)-set 
~x i=0 for l<~i<.d. 
Thus, H is an (r, d; q, k; S1 ..... Sm)-Set. 
It is clear that the results in Theorem 2.1 are not meant to produce exact 
values of M(d; q, k; $1 ..... Sin). Because of the wide variety of choices of 
S~,..., Sm, the purpose instead was to suggest techniques for breaking a 
potentially complicated problem into smaller and more feasible pieces. So 
instead of producing the best possible set, one can produce a sizeable set 
with less effort. 
The following result specializes in producing (r, 2; q, 1; S)-sets, where 
S~_Fq. In particular, this result can be used to construct (r, 2;q',  1; 
L(u; 7))-sets, where the set L(u; 7) was introduced in Theorem 1.2. The 
importance of these sets in the construction of F-hyperrectangles will 
become apparent in Section 4. Let t ~> u, n a common multiple of t and u, 
and 7EFq,\K~/, .Fq~ with TR~/t(y)= 1. If u tt, then L(u; ?)=Fq~, so  by 
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Theorem 2.1, 2 we know M(2; qt, 1; L(u, 7))= (q ' -  1)/(q u -  1). Although 
the calculation of M(2; q', 1; L(u; 7)) is straightforward when u l t, its value 
is much more elusive when u ~' t. However, we do have the following result. 
THEOREM 2.2. Techniques for constructing (r, 2; q, 1; S)-sets. 
1. I f  S contains a linear subspace L of Fq with JL[ > ~,  then 
1 <~ M(d; q, 1; S) < d. In particular, if S contains a linear subspace L of Fq 
with ILl > x/Zq, then M(2; q, 1; S )= 1. 
2. I f  2~<lS[~<x/-q, then an (r, 2;q, 1;S)-set with r>~2 can be 
constructed with the following algorithm. Let (~) -  * - -  Fq ,  and fix 
{0, 1 ..... q -2}  as the complete residue system modulo q -1 .  Suppose also 
that ~k= -1  (i.e., k=0 if q even; k=(q-1) /2  if q odd). Set 
T= {i: c~i~S * and 0<~ i<~q-2} 
D= {k + i - j  (modq-1)  : i , j~ T}. 
Now do the following steps: 
(a) Initialize I= {0, ..., q -2} ,  andH=~.  
(b) I f  I=~,  then stop; else, choose some ieL 
(c) Replace H by Hw (~i}; replace I by I \( i  + D), where i + D = 
{i}k2 { i+d:deD}.  
(d) Go to step (b). 
Then H is an ([HI, 2; q, 1; S)-set. 
Proof 1. By way of contradiction, assume r=M(d;q ,  1;S)>~d 
and al, . . . ,ad are distinct elements in an (r,d;q, 1;S)-set. Then 
I{atxl + "" +adx~: xt .... , xdeL) l  = ILia>q, a contradiction. Thus, r<d.  
2. It suffices to show that the set H has the correct properties. Since 
ID I<~( IS I -1) ( IS[ -2)+I<~q-3,  then l i+Dl<<,q-2 and IHI>~2. Let 
at, a2eH, at Cat, and assume, by way of contradiction, that there exist 
xt, x2eS* such that xlalWx2a2=O. So there are O<~it<i2<<,q-2 and 
Jl, j2e T such that ~i~+jl =~k+i2+j2, or il +Jl ==-k+i2+jz (mod q -  1). 
Thus, it e i 2 q-D and i2 e il + D, neither of which can happen because of 
step (c) of the algorithm. This contradiction proves the desired property. 
A good strategy when implementing the algorithm in Theorem 2.2 is to 
first find some e • D so that there exist i, j e D with i - j=  e. (If this is not 
possible, then the set {~' ieD} is a subgroup of F*, so one can take H 
as a set of coset representatives.) In fact, the more solutions there are for 
i - j=e  with i, j eD ,  the better this scheme works. Let g=gcd(e,  q -1 ) ,  
the greatest common divisor of e and q -  1, and define a sequence {at} by 
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al= le + Llg/(q- 1)J (mod q -  1), l = 0, 1, 2, .... Perform step (b) of the 
algorithm by choosing i=  a~, where l is the smallest nonnegative integer 
such that aieL The elements of the sequence {az} are good choices since 
for most 1, az+D and at+l +D have a nonempty intersection, so fewer 
numbers may be sieved out of L In fact, 
I(az+ D)n  (al+l +D)[ = 1{(i, j )~D xD : i - j=e}[  
for most choices of l, which motivates our choice of e above. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. When q = 2, n = 10, t = 5, and u = 2, there are exactly 30 
elements ~ ~Fz~o\Klo/5. F22 with TRlo/5(7)= 1. Fixing a generator 0{ of F*5, 
we discover that there are only 5 distinct sets D, each appearing 6 times 
among the L(2; ~). They are (relative to 0{) 
D1 = {0, 3, 5, 8, 23, 26, 28} 
D2= {0, 6, 10, 15, 16, 21, 25} 
D 3 = {0,  1, 11, 12, 19, 20, 30} 
D4 = {0, 2, 7, 9, 22, 24, 29 } 
0 5 = {0, 4, 13, 14, 17, 18, 27}. 
Now assume D = D~ is associated with L(2; 7). Taking e = 2 and using the 
strategy outlined above, we now list H in the order its elements were 
generated by the algorithm in Theorem 2.2: 
H---- {0{0 0{2 0{4 0{6 0{16, 0{18 0{20 0{22}. 
This says that M(2; 25, 1; L(2; y)) >~ IHI = 8. Moreover, since 2D1 = D2, 
2D 2 --D3, 2D 3 = D4, 2D 4 --Ds, and 2D5 = Dx, then we can conclude that 
M(2; 25, 1; L(2; ~)) >~ 8 for all 7 e F21o\K1o/5. F22 with TRIo~5(7) = 1. 
A natural question to ask is whether there exists an algorithm that 
always produces an optimal (r, 2;q, 1;S)-set for an arbitrary set S~_Fq. 
A special case of this problem asks for an algorithm which produces an 
optimal (r, 2;q', 1;L(u;y))-set for 2u<t, u~t, and 7~Fq,\K,,/t.Fq~ with 
TR,/t(7) = 1 (n a common multiple of t and u). Although not apparent in 
the example above, the value of M(2; qt, 1; L(u; 7)) is dependent on the 
choice of 7- Indeed, can one characterize the 7 ~ Fq°\K,/,. Fq, which maxi- 
mize M(2; q', 1; L(u; ~))? Any complete or partial solution to these special 
problems has direct application to the variety of complete sets of mutually 
orthogonal F-hyperrectangles which can be constructed. This connection is
addressed in the results which follow and the process is summarized in 
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Theorem 4.1. Since we possess only partial solutions to these questions at 
this time, we provide some particular values of M(2; q', 1;L(u;v)) for 
q = 2, 3, and 5 in Tables I, II, and III of this paper. 
3. CONSTRUCTION OF F -HYPERRECTANGLES 
Moore [12], Bose [1], and Stevens [18] independently discovered how 
to use linear polynomials in two indeterminates over a finite field in order 
to construct complete sets of mutually orthogonal Latin squares of prime 
power order. Mullen [13] generalized this technique and constructed 
complete sets of mutually orthogonal FS(qk; qk-1) frequency squares by 
using linear polynomials in 2k indeterminates over Fq. In this section we 
develop this technique further and construct sets of mutually orthogonal 
F-hyperrectangles whose dimensions are prime powers. 
Recall from Theorem 1.1 that if t>>.u, and n is a common multiple of t 
and u, then there exists some ~ e Fq.\Kn/t .Fq~ with TRn/,(y)= 1. In addition, 
recall from Theorem 1.2 that we set L(u; 7)= {TR,/ , (Vc):ceFq,}.  We are 
now ready to state and prove the main theorem. Some results concerning 
the construction of vectors satisfying the conditions in this theorem will 
appear later in this section. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let k I . . . . .  k m be positive integers, and set k= 
kl + "" + km. Let n be a common multiple of  t, ul ..... ur, and for each i, 
1 <~ i <~ r, let t >1 ui and choose 7~ ~ Fq,\K,,/,. Fqu~ with TRn/,(?i) = 1. Suppose 
vectors vl, ..., vr ~ Fkqt satisfy: 
1. I f  vi= (bl ..... bk), then at least two of  the subvectors (bl ..... bk~) ..... 
(bk km+l ..... bk) are nonzero; 
2. For i~ j ,  alvi+a2vjvaOk for all (a l ,a2)~L(u i ;T i )xL (u j ;T j ) ,  
(al, a2) ~ (0, 0). 
Then the polynomials 
f i (X l  . . . . .  Xk) = TRn/u,(yiv i • (X l ,  ..., Xk) ) ,  1 <<. i<~ r, 
represent a set of  mutually orthogonal F-hyperrectangles, where the polyno- 
mial f~ represents a hyperrectangle of  type YF(q tk~ . . . . .  qtkm; q,,). Moreover, if  
we choose Ur+ 1 ~ " ' "  ~ Ur + h ~ 17 where 
(q tk  1) -  E mi=l (qtk~_ 1) ,~/=lr (q~,_ 1) 
h= 
q -1  
then we can form h new F-hyperrectangles each of type YF(q tk~, ..., qtkm; q) 
and extend the original set to a complete set of  r + h mutually orthogonal 
F-hyperrectangles. 
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Proof First we see why the polynomial fi represents an F-hyper- 
rectangle F,. of type YF(qtkl,...,qtkm;qUi). For each i, l<~i<~rn, fix an 
ordering of Fkl, say Fki= {w] ° ..... w!51,}, once and for all. We define a 
q q . q 
qtkt x ... x q,km array with entries m Fq,i in the following way: the entry in 
cell (Jl .... , Jm) is given by f~(w~ ), ..., w~m)). TO show the frequency property, 
let l be an integer with 1 ~< l ~ m, and choose an integer Jt with 1 ~< Jl ~< qtkt. 
Using property 3.1.1 on v~, we see that the polynomial v~o (xkl + ... +kl 1, 
wJl, Yk~+l+ +k,,), where x~= (xl, ..., xi) and y;= (Yl ..... y~), is a permuta- 
tion polynomial of Fq, in k-kz  variables. So by Theorem 1.1, the polyno- 
mial fe(x~l + +k~_l, wj/, Y~+I+ ... +~m) must be a (k -k r ;  t; ui) SPP. This 
means each element of Fq,~ occurs exactly q,(k k,)-,~ times in each subarray 
of F~ consisting of the cells (j~ ..... Jm), where the /th coordinate is fixed. 
Since this is true for each l, 1 ~< l ~< m, and choice of Jr, then the array F~ 
is an F-hyperrectangle of the desired type. 
Now for i#  j, we see that F~ and Fj are orthogonal F-hyperrectangles if 
and only if the polynomials ~ and ~ form a (k; t; u~, uj) OSS. Since 
a i r  i + aev j # Oh, then air i • Xg + a2vj ° x~ is a permutation polynomial of Fqt 
in k variables for all (al, a2)eL(u~;7~)×L(uj;T;), (al, a2)~(0,0) ,  by 
property 3.1.2. So by Theorem 1.2 we can easily conclude that f~ and fj 
form an orthogonal subfield system. 
To prove the final statement of the theorem, we observe that Fq ~ L(u; 7) 
for all u In and 7EFq,\K~/t.Fq, with TR,/t (y)=I ,  and Fq=L(1;7 ) for 
all 7eFq,,\K~/, with TR~/t(7)=I. From the permissible (q'k--1)--  
Zm~=~ (q,k~__ 1) vectors in Fqk~ specified by 3.1.1, we can sieve out the v~ and 
their L(u~; 7~) multiples. If a permissible vector still exists after this proce- 
dure, we are guaranteed that its F* multiples exist as well. In this way, we 
can continue to add permissible vectors to our set, each associated to u = 1. 
The process stops when all permissible vectors have been sieved. Since 
[L(ui; ~31 = q~i and 0 e L(uf; 7~), then simple counting indicates that 
r+h 
(q 'k -1 )  - ~ (q~Z:~-l) --- Z (q"~--l). 
i=1  i - - I  
The h additional choices of u given in Theorem 3.1 may not necessarily 
be the only values for u that will extend the original set of F-hyper- 
rectangles to a complete set. We state the choice u = 1 simply because this 
choice will always work, regardless of the original r choices of ui and v i. 
The advantage Theorem 3.1 has over the results in [-5, 11] is that it 
produces complete sets of mutually orthogonal F-hyperrectangles with a 
wider variety of types. The comparable constructions given in [10, 11] for 
F-squares and F-hyperrectangles with differing numbers of symbols require 
ui l t ,  or in the case m = 2 and k I =k  a = 1, they allow ui = t - i ,  while 
Theorem 3.1 places no such restrictions on the choice of the ui (indeed, by 
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choosing n = t! the u~ can be chosen from {1, ..., t}). In particular, this 
means that not only does Theorem 3.1 reproduce collections of mutually 
orthogonal F-squares and F-hyperrectangles with the same parameters as 
those found in [5, 10, 11 ], but also it has the capability of constructing an 
abundance of new collections as well. 
The usefulness of Theorem 3.1 is also dependent upon whether the 
vectors v, .... , Vr satisfying properties 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 can be found. The 
following result addresses this question. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let ul,..., ut be positive integers less than or equal to t, 
and let n be a common multiple of  t, u 1 ..... u t. Suppose also that for 
1 <~ i<~ l we have yi~Fq,\Kn/, .Fq.i with TRn/,(7~)= 1 such that the sets 
L(ul;71) .... , L(ut;yt) are distinct. Let kl ..... km be positive integers, put 
k=k,  +. . .+k  m, and f ix  some j with l <.j<~m. Then any (r, 2;qt, kj; 
L( U l ; 71) ..... L( u t ; 7 t ) )-set S can be used to construct r( q '(k- kj) - 1 ) vectors in 
Fkq, satisfying properties 3.1.1 and 3.1.2. 
Proof Let T={(a l , . . . ,am)6Fkq , :a j~S,  and there exists some i# j  
such that a~ F~I and ag ~ 0k/}. Clearly T has the right cardinality. Now let 
v= (al, ..., am) and w=(b~,...,bm) be distinct vectors in T with aj 
associated to L(ue ;~)  and bj associated to L(Ur; 7f). We want to show that 
the equation 
XlV+X2w:O k 
has a unique solution with xlEL(Ue;Te),  xz~L(u f ;7 f  ). If ajCbj,  then 
XlV+Xzw=O k only if x la j+x2bj=0kj ,  which only happens when 
x l=x2=0 by the choice of S. If a j=bj ,  then XlV+X2W=0k only if 
Ok=x,  a j+x2b j=(X l+X2)a j ,  so Xl+X2=0.  Since v and w are distinct, 
there exists some i C j between 1 and m with ai = bi. So xlai + x2bi= 0kl 
and xl + x2 = 0 imply Xl = x2 = 0. Thus, the solution is unique and we are 
done. 
Theorem 3.2 relates the construction of mutually orthogonal F-hyper- 
rectangles to the formation of (r, 2; qt, kj; L(u,;  ~1) .... , L(ut, 7t))-sets. This 
is where Theorem 2.1 may be of some help. The following section provides 
additional information specific to the construction of F-hyperrectangles. 
4. COMPUTATIONS AND EXAMPLES 
We now turn our attention to the practical side of the theory developed 
in this paper. Since we are interested in constructing sets of mutually 
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orthogonal F-hyperrectangles whose orders are prime powers, we adopt 
the following notation: 
DEFINITION 4.1. A set of mutually orthogonal Youden F-hyper- 
rectangles have the form MOFHR(q  ` kl, ..., q,k~; b~ : q ..... b, : q') if for each i, 
1 ~< i 4 t, there are bi >~ 0 F-hyperrectangles with type YF(q tk~, ..., q~k% q~) in 
the set. When b~= 0, the entry 0 : qi may be omitted from the list. In the 
special cases m = 2 and m = 2, k~ =k2, we use the acronyms MOFR and 
MOFS,  respectively. 
By using previous results and new information, we will show how 
Theorem3.1 can be used to construct sets of mutually orthogonal 
F-hyperrectangles. Combining the results in Theorems 2.1, 2.2, 3.1, and 3.2 
we arrive at the following process for generating a variety of sets of 
mutually orthogonal F-hyperrectangles: 
THEOREM 4.1. Let kl ,  ..., k,,z be positive integers, k = k I q- . . .  - [ -km,  and 
n = t!. Set 
T= {a = (a I ..... am) ~ Fkqt " a ieF  ki q,and at least two of the a~ are nonzero }, 
T '= (a e T: the first nonzero entry is 1 }. 
Let ~1+ . . . . .  +Tz~ IZ'l ~.q" ,k_~i=l-~,~ (q 'k~- l ) - l ) / (q ' - l )  with ~i>~O for 
all i, and partition T' into t disjoint subsets I/1 ..... Vt, where I Vil = 7z i. For 
2 <~ i <<. t, let H i ~ Fq, be an optimal (ri, 2; q', 1; L(i; 7i))-setfor an appropriate 
7i, and choose bi so that O<~bi<~Tzi.ri. To be specific we choose bl, ..., b~ 
satisfying 
1. bx- [ -  - - -  +b~>~ 1;
2. I f i l  t andl<i<<,t/2,  
q~- i  
O~bi<~ TCi'q i -  1' 
3. I f i ) I tand i<t /2 ,  
for an appropriate Yi; 
4. I f (2<i<<,t ,  
. 
0 ~ b i ~ ~i" M(2; qt, 1; L(i; ~)) 
O~bi~;~i~ 
Finally, 
0~bl~<(qtk  1)--z/m1 (qt~,  1 ) -Z~=2bi (q ' - l )  
q-1  
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For 2 <<. i <~ t, choose bi vectors f rom the set 
{av  :aeg  i and ve  V,.}, 
and choose bl permissible vectors in Fkq, using the sieving process described 
in Theorem 3.1. Then these bl + "" + bt vectors can be used in Theorem 3.1 
to construct a set o f  F-hyperrectangles o f  the form MOFHR(q  tkl, ..., q,k~; 
bl : q, ..., bt : qt). 
TABLE I 
Selected Values of M(2; U, 1; L(u; Y)). 
t u M(2; 2 t, 1; L(u; y)) Remark 
1 1 = 1 1 
2 1 = 3 1 
2 2 = 1 2 
3 1 - 7 1 
3 2,3 = 1 2 
4 I = 15 1 
4 2 = 5 ! 
4 3 ,4  = 1 2 
5 1 = 31 1 
5 2 /> 8 3 
5 3 ,4 ,5  = 1 2 
6 1 = 63 1 
6 2 = 21 1 
6 3 = 9 1 
6 4 ,5 ,6  = 1 2 
7 1 = 127 1 
7 2 ~> 38 4 
7 3 >~ 12 5 
7 4 ,5 ,6 ,7  = 1 2 
8 1 = 255 1 
8 2 = 85 1 
8 3 ~> 30 6 
8 4 = 17 1 
8 5 ,6 ,7 ,8  = 1 2 
9 1 = 511 1 
9 2 ~> 168 7 
9 3 = 73 1 
9 5 ,6 ,7 ,8 ,9  = 1 2 
Note. In the case of equality, the value is val id for all y; otherwise, there exists some 7 
satisfying the inequal i ty (see the Remarks)• 
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Theorem 4.1 provides a precise method  for generat ing sets of mutua l ly  
o r thogona l  F-hyperrectangles.  When i~ t, even the trivial bound 
M(2 ;q ' ,  1;L(i;Ti))>>. 1 provides enough in format ion  to construct  sets of 
mutua l ly  or thogona l  F-hyperrectangles with more variety of types than  
results found in [5, 6, 10, 11, 13]. 
We now demonst ra te  this capabi l i ty byus ing  the in format ion  provided 
in Tables I, II, and  II I. Add i t iona l  details are also provided in a series of 
remarks.  In  the examples which follow, we use a not ion  related to a 
part i t ion  of a number .  The compos i t ions  of n are part i t ions in which the 
order of the summands  is considered. In part icular,  we are interested in 
the compos i t ions  of n, with zero al lowed, into exactly m parts. This is 
equiva lent  o f inding all the integral  solut ions of x l  + x2 + . . .  +Xm = n, 
where xi~>0 for 1 ~<i~<m. The number  of such solut ions is known to 
be co(n ,m)=(  n+m l j  Henceforth,  the term compos i t ion  will mean 
\ n i '  
compos i t ion  with zero al lowed. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Take q = 2, t = 5, and  kl  = k2 = 1. We consider composi -  
t ions ~l + ~2 + r~3 + 7174 "1- 7175 of 31. Us ing Table I and  Theorem 4.1, we see 
TABLE II 
Selected Values of M(2; 3', 1; L(u; y)). 
t u M(2; 3 ~, 1; L(u; 7)) Remark 
1 1 = 1 1 
2 1 = 4 1 
2 2 = l 2 
3 1 = 13 1 
3 2,3 = 1 2 
4 1 = 40 1 
4 2 = 10 1 
4 3,4 = 1 2 
5 l = 121 1 
5 2 t> 25 8 
5 3,4,5 = 1 2 
6 1 = 364 1 
6 2 = 91 1 
6 3 = 28 1 
6 4,5,6 = 1 2 
Note. In the case of equality, the value is valid for all ~; otherwise, there exists some 
satisfying the inequality (see the Remarks). 
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TABLE III 
Selected Values of M(2; 5', 1; L(u; y)). 
t u M(2; 5 t, 1; L(u; 7)) Remark 
1 1 = 1 1 
2 1 = 6 1 
2 2 = 1 2 
3 1 = 31 1 
3 2,3 = 1 2 
4 1 = 156 1 
4 2 = 26 1 
4 3,4 = 1 2 
5 1 = 781 1 
5 2 ~ 97 9 
5 3,4,5 = 1 2 
6 1 = 3906 1 
6 2 = 651 1 
6 3 = 126 1 
6 4,5,6 = 1 2 
Note. In the case of equality, the value is valid for all 7; otherwise, there exists some 7 
satisfying the inequality (see the Remarks). 
that  we can generate  the fo l low ing  complete  sets of  F -squares  o f  o rder  
32 : r~ + ~2 -~ ~3 + 7~4 + ~5 = 31 gives 
MOFS(32, 32; 
(961 - 3b2 - 77z 3 - 15re 4 - 311r5) : 2, b2 : 4, K3 : 8, '/Ca : 16, ;r 5 : 32), 
and  8( rc2 -  1) < b2 ~< 87r2. For  ins tance ,  (re 1, re2, re3, re4, z~5)= where  b2 ~> 0 
(2, 1, 7, 5, 6) g ives 
MOFS(32, 32; 408 : 2, 81 : 4, 7 
MOFS(32, 32; 405 : 2, 82 : 4, 7 
MOFS(32, 32; 402 : 2, 83 : 4, 7 
MOFS(32, 32; 399 : 2, 84 : 4, 7 
MOFS(32, 32; 396 : 2, 85 : 4, 7 
MOFS(32, 32; 393 : 2, 86 : 4, 7 
MOFS(32, 32; 390 : 2, 87 : 4, 7 
MOFS(32, 32; 387 : 2, 88 : 4, 7 
:8 ,  5 : 16, 6 :32)  
:8 ,  5 : 16, 6 :  32) 
:8 ,  5 : 16, 6 :32)  
:8 ,5 :16 ,6 :32)  
:8 ,5 :16 ,6 :32)  
:8 ,  5 : 16, 6 :32)  
:8 ,5 :16 ,6 :32)  
:8 ,  5 : 16, 6 :32) .  
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This technique generates Co(31, 4 )+ 8Co(30, 5 )= 376,992 different complete 
sets of mutually orthogonal F-squares of order 32, of which 376,464 are 
previously unreported. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Take q= 3, t=  5, k~ =k2 = 1, and k 3 =2. We consider 
compositions 7z~ + lr 2 + ~3 + 7~4 -]- ~5 of 14,407,954. Using Table II and 
Theorem 4.1, we see that we can generate the following complete sets of 
243 x 243 x 59,049 F-hyperrectangles: 7rl + 7~2 -~ ~3 -[- ~4 + 7~5 = 14,407,954 
gives 
MOFHR(243,  243, 59,049; bl : 3, b2 : 9, rc 3 : 27, z4 : 81, rc 5 : 243) 
where b2 >~ 0 and 25(rc 2 - 1) < b 2 ~< 25rc2, and 
b~ = 14,407,954 - 4b2 - 13~3 - 40g  4 - 121n5. 
This technique generates Co(14,407,954,4)+25Co(14,407,953, 5) different 
complete sets of mutually orthogonal F-hyperrectangles. 
5. CONSTRUCTION OF ORTttOGONAL ARRAYS 
In addition to constructing sets of mutually orthogonal frequency 
squares, rectangles, and hyperrectangles, the technique given in 
Theorem 3.1 can be adapted to construct orthogonal arrays of various 
strengths. According to Rao [17, Sect. 7], an r x N array is an orthogonal 
array of strength d if the entries in the ith row come from a set Si of s~ 
elements, and for any selection of d rows, say il ..... ia, the number of times 
the column vector (~1 . . . . .  0~a) T occurs in the dx  N subarray is constant for 
all combinations el e Sil, ..., easSi~. The constant may, however, depend 
on the sets of selected rows. Denote this array by OA(N;  s I ..... st; d), or 
simply OA(N,  r, s, d) when s = s 1 . . . . .  St. 
It has been well established that sets of mutually orthogonal 
F-hyperrectangles can be used to construct orthogonal arrays of strength 2 
(see [6, Sect. 5]). Thus, many constructions exist in the strength 2 case. 
Rao [17] provides a bound for N in an OA(N;s l  ..... s t ;d )  orthogonal 
array, as well as an additional construction of strength 2 arrays. Several 
constructions of orthogonal arrays of various strengths also appear in 1-16, 
Chap. 2]. We now describe a technique for constructing orthogonal arrays 
with a variable number of symbols in rows and arbitrary strength d, 
generalizing a remark made by Bose and Bush [3, Sect. 8]: 
THEOREM 5.1. Let  k be a posit ive integer. Let  n be a common multiple o f  
t, ul ..... ut, and fo r  each i, 1 <~ i <<, l, let t >~ ui and choose ~)i E Fqn\gn / t  . Fqu i so 
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that the sets L(ui;7i) are distinct. I f  {Vl .... ,vr}___Fq k, form an 
(r, d; q', k; L(Ul : 71) .... , L(ut; 71))-set, then the polynomials 
f i (x l  . . . .  , Xk )  = TRn/uv(o(Tv(i)v i • x), 1 ~< i ~< r, 
where x=(x l , . . . , xk )  and v :{1 , . . . , r}~{1, . . . , l}  is an onto function 
associating the v~ to the uj, form an OA(q'k; q~ ..... q~; d). 
Proof  Form an r × qtk array in the following way. Fix an ordering of 
say k Fq~={w1, Wqtk}. The entry in position ( i , j )  of the array is F #,  ..., 
fi(wj). To see that this indeed forms an OA of strength d, we choose any 
d rows, say il, ..., ia, and form a d × qtk subarray. Each column vector yT, 
y ~ FqU.~j × "" × Fq,,W occurs the same number of times in the subarray if 
and only if the polynomials f~ .... , f,.~ form a (k; t; u~(i~), ..., Uv(~a)) OSS 
in Fq,[Xl .... ,xk].  Since a lv~+. . .+aav~#0k for all (a l , . . . ,aa)e 
L(u~(i~); 7~(il)) x ... x L(uv(idl; 7v(id)), (al ..... aa) :# Oa, then (al vi~ + ... + aavi~ ) 
• x is a permutation polynomial of Fq, in k variables. By Theorem 1.2 we 
can conclude that f~l ..... f~d form a (k; t; u~(i,), ..., u~(ia)) OSS. 
Clearly, the search for (r, d; qt, k; L(ul ;  71) ..... L(ul; ~l))-sets becomes 
more difficult for d> 2. But even in the d= 2 ease we can use this result to 
construct a wide variety of orthogonal arrays. We can adapt Theorem 4.1 
to construct orthogonal arrays of strength 2 (and in general strength d) by 
replacing the set T by T=Fq~,\{0~}. Then IT'[ = (q '~-  1 ) / (q ' -  1) and 




These remarks refer to the values in Tables I, II, and I lk 
Remark 1. q arbitrary and u lt. Then for any permissible 7, 
L(u; ~) = Fqu. Any set H of coset representatives of Fq,/Fqu is an optimal 
(r, 2; q~, 1; Fq,,)-set where r = (q t  1)/(qU_ 1). 
Remark 2. q arbitrary and t < 2u. Then for any permissible 7,. the set 
H= {e} ~_F¢, for any c~ #0,  is an optimal (1, 2; q', 1; L(u; 7))-set. 
Remark 3. q=2,  t=5,  u=2.  Taken=10 and let fl~F210be a root of 
the primitive polynomial f (x )  = x 1° + x 9 + x 7 + x 6 + 1 over F2. Put e = fl33. 
For the following choice of ~, we describe a (8, 2; 2 5, 1; L(2; 7))-set H: 
7 = TRlo/5(fl)' 
H={~i : i=S j (mod31) , j=O,  1,2,3, 14, 15, 16, 17}. 
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Remark 4. q=2,  t=7,  u=2.  Taken=14 and let /~Fz14 be aroot  of 
the primitive polynomial  f (x) = x TM + x ~3 + x ~2 + x 2 + 1 over F2. Put 
~ =f l129.  For the following choice of 7, we describe a (38, 2; 27, 1; L(2; 7))- 
set H: 
7 TRI4/7(fl ) , 
H= {ei : i--- 25j (rood 127), j=0 ,  1, 2, ..., 18, 58, 59, ..., 76}. 
Remark 5. q=2,  t=7,  u=3.  Taken=21 and let flsF221 be aroot  of 
the primitive polynomial  f(x) = x 2a + X 19 -]- 1 over F2. Put c~ =/~16513. For 
the following choice of 7, we describe a (12, 2; 2 7, 1; L(3; 7))-set H: 
TR21/7(fls) '
H= {c~i : i=0 ,  1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 ,26 ,27 ,28 ,  105,106}. 
Remark 6. q=2,  t=8,  u=3.  Take n = 24 and let /3 e Fz24 be aroot  of 
the primitive polynomial  f (x) = x 24 + x 22 + x 19 + x ~3 + 1 over F2. Put 




H= {~': i=  17j (mod 225), j=0 ,  1, 2 ..... 29}. 
Remark 7. q=2,  t=9,  u=2.  Take n=18 and let /~F21~ be a root of 
the primitive polynomial  f(x) = x TM + x 17 + X 14 "+- X 9 -~- 1 over F2. Put 




H= {~': i_= l l l j  (mod 511), j=0 ,  1, 2,..., 167}. 
Remark 8. q=3,  t=5,  u=2.  Taken=10 and let /~EF310be a root of 
the primitive polynomial f (x) = x 1° + x 9 + x 7 + 2 over F3. Put ~ = ]~244. For 
the following choice of 7, we describe a (25, 2; 35, 1; L(2; 7))-set H: 
7 = TRlo/5(fl2), 
H= {c~': i= 35j (mod 242), j=0 ,  1, 2 ..... 24}. 
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Remark  9. q=5,  t=5,  u=2.  Taken=10 and let f l~F510be aroot  of 
the pr imit ive po lynomia l  f (x )  = x 1° + x 9 + x 7 + 3 over  F 5. Put  c~ = fl3126. 
For  the fo l lowing choice of 7, we descr ibe a (97, 2; 55, 1; L(2;  7))-set H :  
7 = TRlo/5( f l  ), 
H= {cd: i -0 ,  1, 2 ..... 96}. 
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